JAYPRO MODEL PVB-1350

3 1/2" DIAMETER ALUMINUM HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE MULTI-PURPOSE NET SYSTEM

System shall consist of one winch upright and one anchor upright and shall be supplied fully assembled. Uprights are intended to fit snugly into 3.570" I.D. rigid aluminum x 10" deep floor sleeves. (Model No. PVB-50S or Model No. PVB-150S)

One piece aluminum uprights with sliding collars shall provide infinitely adjustable net height settings to accommodate Tennis and Badminton as well as all heights for Volleyball. Entire upright shall be constructed of 3 1/2" O.D. high-tensile strength extruded aluminum tubing and shall have a durable blue finish. Winch and anchor straps shall be adjustable to readily adapt to varying sleeve installation widths.

Bottom of upright shall have a molded rubber composite foot to protect the finished floor during transportation and storage of standards.

Tensioning winch shall have an internal worm gear construction with an effective 10:1 turn ratio to eliminate snap-back and shall be completely enclosed with a welded steel cover. The winch shall be furnished with removable handle to discourage unauthorized use. Winch will have 13/4" wide high tensile strength (9000#) nylon strap with sewn snap buckle for complete cable-less design. Winch is located on outside of post for added player safety.

Each upright shall weigh no more than 40 lbs. Complete system shall include at least two (2) standards (with winch). Floor sleeves (Model PVB-150S). Competition net (PVBN-1), Standard pads (PVB-60P), and Antennae (VBA-4).

Optional equipment shall be available and fully compatible. Optional equipment shall be ordered and specified and ordered separately. These options shall be Center Standard Package (PVB-130C), Referee Stand (VRS-6000), Referee Stand Pad (VRS-60P), Cable/Buckle pad (VCC-12), and Tennis net (TPL-5).